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Challenges and contributions of the experimental approach in ecology



Jean-François Le Galliard CNRS – Institut Ecologie-Environnement CEREEP-Ecotron IleDeFrance (www.foljuif.ens.fr) Ecologie-Evolution (http:/jf.legalliard.free.fr/)



Global changes: the facts



Global changes: habitat loss and land use Habitat destruction is associated with massive habitat loss, fragmentation and habitat degradation ~ 83 % land surface affected by human activities



Forest fragmentation (green area) in Finland from 1752 to 1990



Habitat destruction includes several processes • Reduction in the total area of the habitat • Increase in number of habitat patches • Decrease in habitat patches area • Increase in isolation of habitat fragments • Decrease in habitat quality



Fahrig, L. 2003. Effects of habitat fragmentation on biodiversity. Annual Review of Ecology and Systematics 34:487-515.



Global environmental changes: habitat loss



Global environmental changes: climate change



IPCC (2007) Climate Change 2007: Synthesis Report. Summary for Policymakers (eds R. K. Pachauri & A. Reisinger).



Global environmental changes: climate change



+ 0.6 °C mean change during last century



+ 1.5 à 4.5 °C mean expected change during next 50 years



IPCC (2007) Climate Change 2007: Synthesis Report. Summary for Policymakers (eds R. K. Pachauri & A. Reisinger).



Global environmental changes: biodiversity crisis Observed and predicted species loss (extinction per million species year)



Predicted extinction rates from models of climate and habitat changes • habitat loss • species-area curves



Observed, current extinction rates according to IUCN red lists



Leadley, P., H. M. Pereira, R. Alkemade, J. F. Fernandez-Manjarrés, V. Proença, J. P. W. Scharlemann, and M. J. Walpole. 2010. Biodiversity Scenarios: Projections of 21st century change in biodiversity and associated ecosystem services, Pages 132, Technical Series Montreal, Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity.



“Tipping points”: towards the loss of entire biomes ? Predicted shift towards elimination of reef coral biomes in the next century



Strong thermal constraints on reef growth (bleaching and death predicted at + 2°C) and negative effects of ocean acidification on carbonate-based skeleton formation Predicted climate changes A – current situation B – predicted ecological change from modest scenarios C – predicted ecological change from extreme scenarios



Hoegh-Guldberg, O., P. J. Mumby, A. J. Hooten, R. S. Steneck, P. Greenfield, E. Gomez, C. D. Harvell et al. 2007. Coral reefs under rapid climate change and ocean acidification, Pages 1737-1742.



“Tipping points”: towards the loss of entire biomes ? Preserved coral reef



Mixed algal and coral reef



Extinct coral reef



Hoegh-Guldberg, O., P. J. Mumby, A. J. Hooten, R. S. Steneck, P. Greenfield, E. Gomez, C. D. Harvell et al. 2007. Coral reefs under rapid climate change and ocean acidification, Pages 1737-1742.



Potential consequences for mankind



Millenium Ecosystem Assessment



Deadly cocktail: interactive effects of global changes



Challenges for ecological research Understanding the changes Predicting the changes Mitigating and adapting to changes



Investigating impacts requires ecosystems-level approaches



« Adapt » our impact on ecosystems



« Ecosystems » Atmosphere



« Human societies »



« Optimize » ecological services provided by ecosystems



Biosphere



Living organisms are key players in ecosystems Biodiversity and biotic interactions are major players of the dynamics and evolution of ecosystems



From Robert A. Berner - GEOCARB



Bailey R M Proc. R. Soc. B doi:10.1098/rspb.2010.1750



Example of oceanic microbial community



Atmosphere



Anthropogenic changes in air temperatures and atmospheric CO2



Global warming and acidification of oceans



Sediments



Ocean



Chris Bowler et al. Nature 2009



Complex microbial communities with up to millions of individuals per liter of water



?



?



Impact on the ecology and evolution of phytoplankton



Uptake of inorganic C in deep oceanic sediments (a major ecological service)



Critical issues in ecological sciences n



Ecosystems are inherently “complex” ¨ ¨ ¨



“It is composed of many parts who interact together in multiple ways” Biodiversity makes a collection of interacting agents differing in functional properties and intrinsic dynamics (heterogeneity) Processes are scale-dependent and interact across scales



Biodiversity of planktonic oceanic Eukaryotes



Tara Ocean Expedition, Special Science issue (2015)



Biodiversity of planktonic oceanic “microbes”



Tara Ocean Expedition, Special Science issue (2015)



Interaction networks in ecological systems Social network in whales



Interaction networks in farmlands



Allen et al. Science.



Trophic network in a lake Pocock et al. Science 2012



Merrcedes. Plos Comput Biol. 2005.



Critical issues in ecological sciences n



Ecosystems are inherently “complex” ¨ ¨ ¨



n



“It is composed of many parts who interact together in multiple ways” Biodiversity makes a collection of interacting agents differing in functional properties and intrinsic dynamics (heterogeneity) Processes are scale-dependent and interact across scales



Ecosystems can have non-linear dynamics ¨ ¨ ¨



Ecosystem properties are determined by many feedbacks between and within biotic and abiotic compartments Tipping points and thresholds are characteristics of dynamics at various scales from individuals to communities Driving factors can interact



Example of bistability in ecological systems Theoretical hysteresis curve



Mechanisms: positive feedback in the dynamic system involving domino effects among heterogeneous and connected agents in a complex network



Example of a hysteresis curve



Water eutrophication in lakes: positive through water anoxy on P recycling in sediments (faster at low O2 concentration) Scheffer. 2009.



Driving factors have non additive effects Meta-analysis of 171 marine ecology experiments Overall 26 % non additive 36% synergistic 38% antagonistic



Crain et al. Ecol Letters 2008



Critical issues in ecological sciences n



Ecosystems are inherently “complex” ¨ ¨ ¨



n



Ecosystems can have non-linear dynamics ¨ ¨ ¨



n



“It is composed of many parts who interact together in multiple ways” Biodiversity makes a collection of interacting agents differing in functional properties and intrinsic dynamics (heterogeneity) Processes are scale-dependent and interact across scales



Ecosystem properties are determined by many feedbacks between and within biotic and abiotic compartments Tipping points and thresholds are characteristics of dynamics at various scales from individuals to communities Driving factors can interact



Ecosystems have a history ¨ ¨



They start from a given situation They can evolve and adapt because living elements are “darwinian machines”



Meeting the challenges: scientific method, sensors and data



The scientific methods in ecology SCALES



Observations Temporal scale: from seconds to decades



DATA



Complex coupled systems



Analytical tools and technologies



Spatial scale: from millimeters to global Earth



TOOLS



Standard scientific method



“Models”



Experiments



Observations



From Theodore Garland



What are experiments? n



In the standard scientific method, experiments are procedures to test, refute or accept scientific hypotheses and provide evidence of causal relationships (i.e., cause-effects links). The hypothesis may be a general statement about the causal process or a quantitative and mechanistic definition of that process



n



In general, a scientific hypothesis can be formulated into a statistical hypothesis where two situations are compared: n n n



Alternative hypothesis: the outcome expected under the scientific hypothesis Null hypothesis: the outcome expected under another situation than the scientific hypothesis Statistical hypothesis test allows to “compare” the null and the alternative hypothesis to make a proper choice based on some probability calculations or other statistics measuring the weight of evidence



How to confirm-falsify hypotheses? n



Fisher’s significance testing n n n



n



Neyman-Pearson hypothesis testing n n n



n



Let’s assume the null hypothesis is right (H0) Based on existing data and experiments, calculate the probability that the observations can be generated under the null hypothesis Modern addition: reject (falsify) the null hypothesis when this probability is lower than a threshold (called type I error rate) Let’s assume two (or more) alternative hypotheses H1 and H2 Chooser a risk of type I error rate and type II error rate and calculate the probability of observations based on H1 and H2 Accept one hypothesis based on some probability calculations of the likelihood of each explanation



In practice, most experiments in ecology are designed to falsify the null hypothesis rather than compare it with alternative ones and thus follow a “modified” Fisher’s philosophy



The true life of scientists is more hectic !



Cautionary note n



“Mensurative experiments” n n



n



“Manipulative experiments” n n



n



Making some measurements on contrasted ecological systems I will not call these designs experiments but observational studies



Making some measurements on manipulated ecological systems involving some treatments and some controls I will use the word experiment for this kind of designs



Hypothesis test versus quantification n n



The use of standard hypothesis does not exclude to quantify effects There is no a priori of “what is important” in ecology but effect sizes are important when dealing with hierarchy of factors



Ecology goes towards a trend of small effect sizes



Low-Décarie et al. Front. Ecol. Env. 2014



Pros and cons of observations vs. experiments



Any thought on pros and cons ?



The observational approach n n



Documenting the state-dynamics of ecosystems: pattern-oriented research Exploring novel ecosystems and searching for unexpected patterns ¨ ¨



n



Measuring physical, chemical and biological quantities ¨ ¨



n



Measurement theory: defining traits and measuring them Accuracy and availability of technologies: sensors, molecular methods, labbenched analytical tools, etc.



Can provide support for qualitative and quantitative predictions ¨ ¨



n



Exploration of biodiversity patterns Exploration of extreme and remote environments



Comparing patterns with predictions from theories and models Explaining variation in nature (e.g., information-based approach)



Using past and present dynamics to predict the future ¨ ¨



Population dynamics of endangered or exploited species Range dynamics of species



The experimental approach n



Document causal relationships in ecosystems: process-oriented research ¨ ¨



n



Explore novel conditions and unnatural systems ¨ ¨ ¨



n n



n n



Main effects: e.g. effects of nitrogen leakage into lakes on algal blooms Interactive effects: e.g. joint effects of temperature and CO2 on vegetation Unobserved future and past climate conditions Genetic or phenotypic engineering Novel species combination



Quantify cause-effect relationships in ecosystems Often relies on the same tools (sensors, lab-benched techniques, etc) than observational approaches but requires some adaptations Proof-disproof of qualitative-quantitative predictions: strong causal inference Can be used to make predictions beyond the range of natural variation ¨ ¨



Example of extreme events in ecosystem sciences Example of ecological and evolutionary responses to future environmental conditions



Observational approach: pros and cons Observational approaches have the benefit that … n



Realistic and complex systems can be apprehended over large spatial scales and over long temporal scales enabling to resolve slow and large scale processes



Yet, observational approaches are undermined by …. n



Causal inferences are generally weak ¨ ¨



n



Poor understanding of processes ¨ ¨



n



Confounding effects can create spurious correlations Cause and effect relationships are difficult to tease apart Wrong mechanistic models can be supported by chance Alternative models may be difficult to distinguish



Difficulty to predict and understand the system beyond the natural range ¨ ¨



Non-linearity and regime shifts can occur and may be difficult to detect Unusual combinations of drivers of change are rare



Still, observational approaches are a hallmark of most sciences, including for example climatology, geological sciences or epidemiology where experiments can be difficult to conduct for practical or ethical reasons



Experimental approach: pros and cons Experimental approaches have the advantage that … n



Strong causal inference can be achieved and processes underlying changes can be disentangled



Yet, experimental approaches are undermined by …. n



Potential problems with the artificiality of experimental conditions ¨ ¨ ¨



n



Small spatial scales ¨ ¨



n



Detection of weak, unimportant processes Detection of spurious processes Border effects especially in small scale studies Dispersal and migration must be ignored Spatial heterogeneity and “biological complexity” is usually small



Short temporal scales ¨ ¨



Slow processes such as some biogeochemical or biological processes must be ignored Predictions beyond the temporal range of the experiment can be risky



Still, ecologists have developed ways to cope with some of these problems



Pros and cons: summary Observations



Experiments



Solutions



Causal inference



Weak



Strong



Well-designed observational study with control of confounding variables



Quantitative inference



Usually strong



Usually weak



Try to turn the experiment quantitative with well-designed treatments and associated models Try to make the experimental setup more realistic



Representativeness Strong



Weak



Well-designed experiments in natural and complex environments



Applicability across situations in time and space



Narrow



Develop ambitious and risky experiments



“Reliability”



Wide



Scale and process dependent



Choose the right spatio-temporal dimension, use the best tools for your observations and experiments, try to avoid border effects Repeat observations and experiments to assess weight of evidence



What is reliability-repeatability ? n



Reliability and repeatability of observations n



n



n



n



The reliability of the observation is a measure of the link between the observation and the underlying, unknown quantity to be measured (for example a sensor signal versus the true water Ph value and O2 concentration) The repeatability is the measure of the consistency of your observations across observation units, which can be assessed by repeated trials under the exact same conditions We all aim at measures with high reliability (little bias and high precision) and high repeatability, but this can be a difficult task in complex studies



Reproducibility of experiments n



n



The reproducibility of the experiment is the capacity to duplicate the experiment and its main results, which depends on a detailed description of the protocol and data analysis, including data availability and lab book standards The reproducibility of the results provide a measure of the consistency-reliability of the test under slightly different conditions (for example, a different study site and observer)



The success of the experiments depends on n



Good logical design of the experiment and protocols (see below)



n



Clear and transparent record (and report) of all procedures



n



Appropriate choice of samples, sampling techniques and observation methods following common, best standards in the field



n



Appropriate data management and data reporting



n



Appropriate analysis of the data and combination of effect sizeprobability calculation or even model validation techniques



Sampling in ecology: increasing complexity Definition



Examples



Direct measurements



Direct sampling of ecosystem properties by scientists



Measurement of abundance, distribution, morphology, etc.



Sensors



Measurements of physical, Temperature, pH, chlorophyl-a, chemical and some turbidity biological properties



Analytical methods



Measurements of physical, Nutrient analysers, stable isotope chemical and some analysers, omics methods biological properties on exported samples



Remote sensing



Remote measurements of optical or reflectance properties of natural objects



Ground-based or satellite based imaging, hyperspectral, LIDAR



The toolbox of ecologists: examples



Data flow and management: towards big data



From LTER US



The logical design of ecological experiments



Scientific method in experimental ecology EXAMPLE Species diversity decreases in small and isolated patches of habitat Dispersal constraints due to isolation exacerbate the risk of extinction of small populations Species extinction risk should increase with degree of isolation especially in small patches Species extinction risk does not increase with degree of isolation Field experiment manipulating patch size and patch isolation in a cross factorial manner



Underwood. 1997



Experimental approach: more details Hypothesis to be tested Null statement



Alternative statements



Experimental design Selection of controls and treatments Experimental units and replicates Definition of observation units Observational design Definition of traits Standardization of protocols Measurement of traits Collection of data and statistical analyses Rejection of null hypothesis (or not) and quantification of effect size Understanding of mechanisms underlying the effect



Choices to be made before the experiment n



Treatment structure n “A definition of the set of treatments selected for comparison” n Treatment factors can be categorical or continuous n The choice of treatments should reflect the ecological hypotheses under investigation



n



Design structure n “The rules by which treatments are allocated to the experimental units” n This structure is central to the test of the scientific question and statistical analysis of the data, including statistical power



n



Response structure n “This specifies the measurements to be made on each experimental unit” n A key aspect of the experiment defining the degree of understanding of processes and causal pathways



After Krebs Ecological Methodology. 2014



The hierarchical design of ecological experiment Fire high vs. fire low. vs. control



Treatments and controls Desert plot 1, 2, 3 ...



Experimental units Smallest division of the experimental material such that two units may receive different treatments in a manipulation



Plant 1, 2, 3...



Sampling-observation units (also called evaluation unit) The element of the experimental unit on which individual measurements are made



After Krebs Ecological Methodology. 2014



The choice of controls and treatments n



Controls n n n



n



Controls are required to provide a baseline value with which to compare treatments (the null hypothesis) True control: no manipulation, allows to control for any temporal changes in the ecological system Negative control: a placebo, allows to control for any temporal changes and procedural effects



Treatments n n n



A discrete set of manipulations : 2-3 levels in most cases or combinations of 2 levels A continuous set of manipulations: dose response analysis Can include temporal changes in the manipulation (test of reversibility)



The choice of experimental units



Why replication and randomization ?



Replication and randomization in ecology Definition



Solution



Measurement error



Random error generated by experimenter during measurements



Replication of experimental units



Intrinsic variability



Initial, inherent variability among experimental units due to history, spatial location, etc



Replication of experimental units Randomized allocation of experimental units or interspersion



Catastrophic events



Intrusion of random, catastrophic events in the progress of the experiment



Replication of experimental units Randomized allocation of experimental units or interspersion Involvement and faith



Experimenter bias



Bias generated by the principal investigator and all human participants



Randomized allocation of experimental units Randomized conduct of protocols Blind procedures



After Hurbelrt, Ecological Monographs 1984



Summary of replication and randomization n



Randomization allows to avoid confounding effects of inherent or observer-induced biases. It is crucial to the causal inference from the experiment.



n



Replication of experimental units allows a computation of variation within and between treatments in ANOVA-like designs. It is crucial to the power of the experiment.



n



Replication within experimental units allows to estimate sampling variation due to differences among samples and measurement errors. It is crucial to a good estimation of parameter values in each experimental unit.



After Hurbelrt, Ecological Monographs 1984



Randomization: various schemes



Acceptable



Not acceptable



After Hurbelrt, Ecological Monographs 1984



Replication and pseudo-replication Replication within the experimental unit is not replication of the treatmentcontrol levels



Pooling true units or separating samples from the same units in two is simply wrong



Treating time varying samples from the same unit as independent is wrong as well



Several ecological experiments are still plagued by the pseudoreplication problem and wrong designs



After Hurbelrt, Ecological Monographs 1984



Typical designs in experimental ecology Additive



Factorial



After Krebs Ecological Methodology. 2014



Linear or non-linear function



Analysis of covariance



Typical designs in experimental ecology Block vs. non-block designs



Within vs. between-units designs



Constraints on the design of ecological experiments



After de Boeck et al. Bioscience. 2015



Constraints on the design of ecological experiments



After Stewart et al. Advances Ecol. Res. 2013



Examples of aquatic experimental systems



Mostajir et al. – Sensors for ecology – CNRS - 2012



Examples of fragmentation experiments



After Haddad, Nature Methods. 2013



Examples of mesocosm experiments



Distribution of mesocosm set-ups used for climate change experiments as a function of (1) Spatial scale (< 100 L, < 1000 L, larger) (2) Temporal scale A. Month-year-longer B. Day-100days->100days lifespan “Microcosms experiments have very limited relevance for community and ecosystem ecology” (Carpenter 1996)



After Carpenter . Am Nat 1996 Stewart et al 2014 Advances Ecol Res



Next generation experiments in ecology



n



Seeing larger: large-scale and long-term experiments



n



Seeing more representative: small-scale highly replicated, collaborative experiments



n



Seeing more accurate: small-scale, highly controlled and instrumented experimentation



Examples of large-scale (and longterm) field experiments



Large-scale long-term experiments are rare n



Large-scale field experiments are sometimes called biomanipulations and often involve manipulations of management and land use practices without control of climate factors



n



They are often poorly replicated and make it difficult to detect ecological effects of a small size



n



Very few large-scale experiments are well designed but some authors have claimed that poorly-designed large-scale experiments can still be more informative than microcosm or mesocosm studies



Pseudo-replication in large-scale experiments



Role of predation and food abundance in cyclic dynamics Test of hypotheses with 1 km2 blocks



Control blocks (n=3)



Predator exclusion (n=1)



Food+ blocks (n=2) Predator exclusion and food+ (n=1)



Nutrient fertilizer (n=1)



Surveys of hare and lynx abundance and demography during 10 years



After Krebs et al. Science 1995



A forest fragmentation experiment



Large-scale experimental habitat destruction experiment in Brazil • 13 years and 23 patches of forest • 12 pristine forest patches • 11 isolated patches ranging in area from 10 to 600 ha Monitoring of the bird community and analysis with a statistical model to measure the patch turnover of species presence-absence during 10 years



Key results of the forest fragmentation experiment Extinction rate according to the « best » statistical model



Positive effect of fragmentation on extinction rates, but results are highly variable and many species are insensitive to habitat fragmentation



Overall negative effect of patch size on extinction with relatively few variation among species



Ferraz et al.. Science. 2007.



Examples of small-scale and replicated field experiments



Benefits of globally distributed experiments



n



Retain the consistent methodology and causal inference capacity of single-site experiments without the problem of single-site specifities



n



Includes more complexity into the system



n



Allows for accounting of environmental gradients and therefore should lead to more general results After Borer et al. Method Ecol Evol. 2014



Example of a pioneer distributed experiment BIODEPTH project BIOdiversity and Ecological Processes in Terrestrial Herbaceous ecosystems Multisite analysis of the relationship between plant diversity and ecosystem functioning



http://www.biotree.bgc-jena.mpg.de/background/index.html



http://www.imperial.ac.uk/publications/reporterarchive/0084/news01.htm



Hector, A., B. Schmid, C. Beierkuhnlein, M. C. Caldeira, M. Diemer, P. G. Dimitrakopoulos, J. A. Finn et al. 1999. Plant Diversity and Productivity Experiments in European Grasslands, Pages 1123-1127, Science.



Main result from the Biodepth project BIODEPTH project – results after 2 years of manipulation



Hector, A., B. Schmid, C. Beierkuhnlein, M. C. Caldeira, M. Diemer, P. G. Dimitrakopoulos, J. A. Finn et al. 1999. Plant Diversity and Productivity Experiments in European Grasslands, Pages 1123-1127, Science.



Distributed Nutrient Network project NutNet project – a global research cooperative: a replicated experiment on grassland productivity in ca. 50 sites with experimentation on NPK input (control, N, P, K, NP, NK, KP, NKP) and grazing (control fenced, NPK fenced) + one basal nutrient input at the start and every 3 years. Similar protocols across all sites + each experimental unit divided in 4 areas including 1 for the standard protocol, 1 for regional-level studies and 2 for future project All costs are charged to local sites except some analyses done in a central facility



Borer et al. Methods Ecol. Evol. 2014



Data are all standardized and centralized in USA.



Distributed Nutrient Network project



Experimental site at Foljuif (Ens, CNRS)



Borer et al. Methods Ecol. Evol. 2014



Key results of the NutNet project Initial surveys prior to the experiment revealed a very weak, non-linear relationship between plant species richness and yearly plant live biomass productivity. There is extreme scattering at local but also global scales.



Adler et al. Science 2011



Key results of the NutNet project Results of the nutrient and herbivore exclusion after 3 years of manipulation focusing on plant species richness, biomass and light conditions Effects on species richness and biomass of nutrient addition compensated for by herbivore exclusion Nutrient addition with herbivory leads to simplified communities of productive plants competing for light No apparent effects on soil properties on change in diversity



Borer et al. Nature 2014



Ecotrons Bringing ecosystems into the laboratory



Ecotrons: in vitro experiments on ecosystems



Mini world ecosystem analogues



Materially-closed system Highly controlled environment



Measurement of geochemical and biological processes



Replicated, standardized experimental system to “grow” and measure an entire terrestrial and aquatic ecosystem



G0: Silwood Park Ecotron at Imperial College 1990-2012 (closed): NERC funded



Lawton et al. 1993 Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London Series B-Biological Sciences, 341, 181-194.



G1: EcoCell system at the Desert Research Institute 1994-present: USA Ecocells (Ecologically Controlled Enclosed Lysimeter Laboratory)



After Griffin et al. Plant Cell Envt. 1996



G2: CNRS Ecotron de Montpellier & IleDeFrance 2007-present: Ecotron Montpellier



2011-present: Ecotron IleDeFrance



G2: CNRS Ecotron de Montpellier & IleDeFrance Ecotron de Montpellier



Ecotron IleDeFrance



After Verdier et al. Envt Sci Techn 2014



Added value of Ecotron facilities



Climate control Wide range with accurate control Fast continuous time control



Multi-parameter control Atmospheric gas + climate conditions Ecosystem temperature Light control



“Mesocosm” scale Stainless steel containeer Optional light devices Rotation, translation and height control



Ecological effects of climates Ability to test contrasted climates Ability to test stressful events Threshold conditions for sustainability



Interactive effects of global changes Main and interaction effects Realistic thermal gradients (soil-water)



Manipulation of small, model systems Soil-plant systems Freshwater and marine communities From environmental genomics to ecosystem biology



Example of key results with Ecotron Silwood Park Manipulation of atmospheric CO2 concentration (+ 200 ppm) in 16 terrestrial ecosystems (soil, plants and litter organisms) for 3 plant generations CO2 augmentation



Increased dissolved soil C content at the surface Unexpected change in the abundance of litter decomposers Jones et al. Science 1998



Example of key results with EcoCell facility Manipulation of temperature +4°C during a year and continuous monitoring during 2 additional years of intact ecosystems (natural tall grass prairie) – 2 replicates and regular harvests Increased temperature led to increased Vapor Pressure Deficit (water stress) and slightly increased evapotranspiration in spring and a decrease in soil water content in summer, resulting in decreased plant growth and a decreased NEE (net ecosystem exchange) of CO2 Unexpected persistent effects of warm treatment on annual NEE suppression not due to primary producers (NPP)



Arnone et al. Nature 2008



Example of key results with Ecotron de Montpellier Monitoring of ecosystem processes from soil lysimeters taken out of a large-scale outdoor diversity manipulation at Jena, Germany. Comparison of 6 systems with 4 species and 6 systems with 16 species. Monitoring during the summer vegetative season.



What determines C flux in these ecosystems?



n



Automatic calculation of C fluxes from 4 undisturbed days per month based on C inputs and C outputs from each system (using IRGA sensors)



n



Automatic water exchange calculations from the weight of the lysimeter



n



Mowing in April and end of July to calculate above ground biomass and gross primary production



n



Recordings of plant characteristics (functional traits) and plant properties at the end of the experiment (e.g. shoot biomass)



n



Analysis of late summer processes when effects of plant diversity are maximal



Milcu et al. Ecology Letters 2014



What determines C flux in these ecosystems? Species richness increases gross primary production especially at the end of the season



Species richness increases slightly ecosystem respiration but only at the very end of the experiment



Net effect is that species richness increases net ecosystem exchange of carbon during the summer



Milcu et al. Ecology Letters 2014



What determines C flux in these ecosystems? Heterogeneity in leaf nitrogen content coupled with better light exploitation in the canopy and better photosynthesis (optimal N allocation in the canopy is uneven)



Milcu et al. Ecology Letters 2014



Conclusions n



Experiments are crucial in ecology to decipher cause-effect relationships



n



Success of experiments depends on strict adherence to the rules of control, replication and randomization



n



Experiments have drawbacks in ecology but new experimental tools allow to overcome these drawbacks n Experiments become larger in space and longer in time allowing to capture long-term and large-scale processes in ecology n Experiments become more distributed allowing to improve the generality of the findings n Experiments become more accurate and mechanistic allowing to develop more mechanistic models of ecological processes



n



…. And the Ecole normale is one of the best place to do experimental ecology in France and Europe
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